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and others have helped shape the way Australian national identity, and by implication industrial design, has been written about and is still popularly perceived in Australia. Australians love to 'Popular' writing about local industrial design, however, greatly increased in the lead up to the 1988 Australian Bicentenary as Australians looked to all areas of their cultural history (architecture, music, literature, the fine arts and design) to find material for the further development of their national identity. Generally, popular 'writings' in the mainstream press are 'celebratory', while the writings from the design industry itself have been 'promotional' in style.
These writings, while purporting to be historical accounts or critiques of design objects, are often little short of product endorsements. They remain, however, a sizeable body of text in an otherwise small number of materials which have directly addressed the subject, and reflect broad popular understandings and misunderstandings of industrial design and the Australian national identity. In the spirit of Adrian Forty's 'common object' model of approaching design history, 'popular' views on the subject also need to be taken into account. 4 4 Bicentennial writings gave rise to what can be termed a national delusion -a series of what I have identified as 'design myths' beloved by Australians, but which have no real evidence in fact. These myths include: that Australians are a 'rural' pioneering people who are inventors and improvisers and can 'battle against the odds'; that Australian design got off 'to a bad start' because the nation lacks a crafts' tradition; and that the only 'real' inventors in Australia are of British origin.
Tony Fry has described much Australian writing about industrial design as 'celebratory...or promotional rhetoric.' He believed this tendency increased in the lead up to 1988 and wrote:
The area being examined [the construction of a history of industrial design in Australia] is still in a fluid state and in a process of being reworked. In addition, design exhibitions associated, for instance, with the Bicentenary are mounted within the frame of connoisseurship, to elevate the regard in which Australian-designed and made products are held. Such developments cannot be separated from the canonisation of Australian designers and the seeking of a 'national identity. Bishop's variable-ratio rack and pinion steering system for cars (on which over 300 patents have been taken out world-wide), various energy-saving devices (solar panels for water heating, toilet cisterns for saving water) and other useful industrial design ideas which have been embraced by manufacturers throughout the world. Of these, the Cochlear 'bionic ear' implant alone has received some exposure in the popular press and might be capable of carrying a new national identity -'Australians as a hi-tech people' perhaps. Yet, apart from this one example, few of these other recent designs are known or celebrated by Australians. In order to be recognised and valued by the general population (and so incorporated into the national identity), it would seem a design object has to create a link with Australia's beloved pioneering era.
'invention' rather than the more 'Continental' or 'urban' term 'industrial design' in its title. See R. Cull, Inventive Australians, Longman Cheshire, 1993, passim.
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The myth of 'pioneering innovation.'
The legacy of pioneering innovation, the general Australian myth has argued, in some way informed subsequent Australian design and innovation. Why is this sense of origin so dearly held? It could be explained by the fact Australia's pioneering period is only a few generations past, whereas most other Western industrialised countries against whom Australians compare themselves have long passed their pioneering phases. Another reason might be that circumstances have encouraged Australians to be conspicuously innovative only in some eras, and so Australia's pioneering days seem to shine out as a golden age of creativity. In early colonial times, geographical isolation meant Australians were forced to make objects themselves or adapt imported products to suit local needs. Severe economic downturns, such as the Great Depression of the 1930s, again forced Australians to innovate and cobble together objects to meet their needs. Other periods of isolation included the years of the two world wars when Australians did indeed engage in significant amounts of industrial design activity.
Conversely, circumstances have also conspired against design and manufacturing in Australia.
The various Empire and Commonwealth trading schemes and then, since the 1960s, trade with Japan, locked Australia into a continuing exchange of raw materials for imported manufactured goods. It was thus no wonder that Australia's pioneering legacy of innovative manufacturing was, and remains, a jealously guarded part of the national identity.
The Australian perspective on industrial design through the pioneering era has been a major difficulty for a true understanding of design activity. This paper argues for the recovery of the urban perspective, lost for many years by Australian art and architectural history, and only now being recovered. The myth that Australian economic activity was 'rural' (agrarian, pastoral and farmyard and dairy), and industrialised only after WWII when first contact was made with innovation and also upon another dearly-held aspect of Australian culture -the egalitarianism and pragmatism of 'the Australian Way of Life'. Holt argued that an Australian sensibility would soon become apparent in Australian-designed products as a result of time, established traditions and markets and, surprisingly, a lack of research and development money:
Australian design cannot resemble European or American design -nor that of Japan, the product of consensus. Our design has to be for everyone, and done on a shoestring. It is democratic and pragmatic, utilitarian and egalitarian. Australian design is rather knock-about in character -there is not always the time or money for smoothing the rough edges -with few concessions to self conscious decoration. Even in the best Australian-designed products, there is openness and directness. 13 Holt openly declared 'roughness' as a national design sensibility. The way in which this writer sought to make virtues of design imperfections ('rough edges') could not possibly help the cause of 'good design' in Australia, and yet many such 'popular' writings expressed this view. Other writings suggest that, rather that openness and directness, in fact Australians preferred glamour anyway.
The love of 'no fuss design.'
In the search for a distinctive Australian industrial design sensibility, it is tempting to argue that Australians loved 'no fuss design'. Indeed, if one word had to be cited as anathema to Australian design critics of the 1940s-1960s it would have to be 'fuss'. An example of this can be seen in contemporary critical appraisals of Australian cars. Contemporary reviews of the first 1948 Holden stated the engine was 'free from vibration and fuss', while the car's performance was described similarly -'it cruises without fuss'. 14 In appearance, it was found by an Australian writer to be:
...very satisfying, easy to clean, and modern without being bulbous in outline. Chromium is restricted to the grille, which was neat and purposeful in shape, though perhaps a little larger than the connoisseur would prefer. Wide doors with low step-in height have concealed hinges on the 15 This description certainly matches a car lacking in fussy detail. There was no applied metal work or trim on the sides of the car so it was 'easy to clean' (American and British cars from this time had much more chrome by comparison), while concealed hinges and integrated bumpers gave a spare, and certainly not fussy, appearance. Yet despite its commendable lack of fuss, the gaudy Of all such 'suburban' design objects, the Hills Hoist outdoors clothes line has been most loved by the public and most ridiculed by the intelligentsia. Initially these clothes hoists were seen as wonderful space-saving designs. During the 1950s, however, the Hills Hoist in the suburban back-yard started to be used by social critics (artists, writers and intellectuals) as a symbol of mediocrity 19 , and of the equation of mediocrity with the suburbs. By the early 1970s Hoists were widely regarded as ugly and many were replaced by the retractable clothes line. Advertisements even called upon Boyd's Australian Ugliness in their criticism of the Hoist. In more recent times, the Hills Hoist has become an object of ironic celebration. 20 Suburbia has been similarly 12 satirized in Australian painting and literature. By contrast, 'rural' design objects have never been so lampooned. In order to be recognised and valued by the general population (and so incorporated into the national identity), a design object has to create a link with Australia's beloved pioneering era. Australian design, rural themes and white male achievements -the continuing trinity of our national identity
The mythology of Australian industrial design has influenced the way Australians see themselves and has also had ramifications for the actual activity of industrial design practice in Australia. It is my belief that the pioneer mythology of 'rough and ready' Australian industrial design propagated by 'popular' writers has had a damaging effect on the industry. The design industry in Australia is clearly in trouble if it subscribes to the myth of 'roughness as a virtue' as was advocated by John Holt! The inability to capitalise on ideas, articulated by Ann Moyal, again stems from the Australian nostalgia for the creativity of its pioneering days and a national disregard for current design achievements. The Toft cane harvester, the 'Presto end' soft drink can, Bishop's variable-ratio rack and pinion steering system and other design products deserve to be better known and celebrated by Australians.
Claude Levi-Strauss wrote 'it may well be that a description of national character tells us more about the observer than the nation described.' 21 In other words, these Australian design myths, in fact, revealed much more about what Australian society wanted to be, rather than what it was. It has also been argued that 'searchers' already have an idea about what they're searching for. 22 This is very true of most histories of Australian industrial design activity which have sought to locate a defining character of 'innovation' in Australian manufactured goods, and have accordingly done so.
